BourbonTrail:
CE Event and
Bourbon Tasting Tour
DR. CHRISTOPHER PHELPS DMD, CMCT
AND DR. TOM LARKIN
The Science of Kolbe and how it applies to the
Dental Team. Dates: May 30th - June 1st.
Location: Residence Inn Lexington Marriott
3110 Wall St. Lexington KY.

Do you like Bourbon?
Do you think you might like Bourbon
if you had an opportunity to try it? Would you like to learn
more about Bourbon while also learning some valuable tools
that will help your dental practice grow?
Join Dr. Christopher Phelps and Dr. Tom Larkin in Lexington,
Kentucky for a unique CE experience on May 30-June 1st.
You'll learn about the science of kolbe and how Dr. Phelps
uses it in his practices and business to create a team built to
grow. A team where everyone is working in their instinctive
strengths so they can be happier, healthier and more
productive. You'll hear Dr. Tom Larkin as he talks about
Getting to Yes, the Intraoral Camera for Periodontal Disease.
The visual presentation has always been an integral part of
case presentation. Dr Larkin has helped to design a compact,
chair-side video microscope that greatly enhances the
periodontal biofilm risk conversation and saving the dentist
or hygienist up to 10 minutes in a new patient appointment.
Lastly you'll learn about the science of Influence and
Persuasion with strategies to use with your teams to build
their Authority in the patients eyes but also in how to
Influence them to change and get things implemented on
your behalf.
On Day 2 we'll be visiting some of the top Bourbon produces
in the world. Each with their own unique tasting experience.
We'll learn how Bourbon is made. It's history of how it came
about as well as the shuttle nuances between the brands that
makes each one unique.

SCHEDULE

THURSDAY MAY 30

Evening Reception with Dr. Tom Larkin
FRIDAY MAY 31

8:00 AM - 3:30 PM - CE Event
4:00 - 5:00 PM - Exclusive Tour of Darley America
5:30 PM - Dinner at the Kentucky Castle
SATURDAY JUNE 1

9:00 AM - Bus Pick Up from Hotel
Kentucky Bourbon Trail Tour
Alltech Lexington Brewing & Distilling Co.Tasting
Woodford Reserve Bourbon Tasting
Lunch at Wallace Station
Buffalo Trace Bourbon Tasting
Wild Turkey Bourbon Tasting
Four Roses Bourbon Tasting
LECTURERS

DR. TOM LARKIN
DR. CHRISTOPHER PHELPS DMD CMCT

DR. CHRISTOPHER PHELPS
DMD, CMCT
Dr. Christopher Phelps is a general dentist, Amazon best selling
author and entrepreneur with an active private practice in Charlotte
NC. In his first 7 years of practice he grew the revenue of his
practices by a factor of 10X going from 1 practice location to 4
locations. A major part of this success was the Call Tracker ROI and
Golden Goose Scheduling programs he developed that increased his
patient numbers from 60/month to averaging over 300/month, while
decreasing his marketing expenses by 74%. In addition, Dr. Phelps is
a Cialdini Method Certified Trainer (CMCT) and an expert in how to
use the science of influence and persuasion to solve the problems in
the dental practice.

DR. THOMAS LARKIN DDS
Dr. Larkin is a native of Omaha Nebraska and a graduate of Creighton
University School of Dentistry. Having worked both as a clinician in
private practice and as a professor in two Universities, Dr Larkin brings
a unique blend of common sense and practicality to his work. He has
written two books on dental practice management and two on oral
wellness. After attending the Bale/Doneen preceptorship in 2013, he
began to develop curriculum to help dentists incorporate advanced
preventive protocols centered around the science of the oral-systemic
connection.
He is a popular podcaster and is the founder of ( Proactive Oral
Wellness) powhygiene.com, a coaching and implementation web site
for the most advanced approaches in preventive dentistry. He has most
recently joined the Faculty of two Internet based education platforms,
The Dental Success Network and Dentistry’s Optimal Model Of Health.

EVENT
C O S TS:

$997

per doctor

All Inclusive Pricing!
It includes the CE, tour of horse farm
and dinner on the first night. As well as
transportation and all tasting fees for
the Bourbon Tastings for Day 2.

F OR Q U E STIO NS AND
T O R E G IS TE R CONTA CT

AP R I L@T HEPHEL PSINSTIT U T E . C O M

704.964.9411
ThePhelpsInstitute.com

TO S I GN U P GO T O :

bit.ly/bourbontrailCE

The Phelps Institute is designated as an
Approved PACE Program Provider by the
Academy of General Dentistry. The formal
continuing education programs of this
program provider are accepted by AGD for
Fellowship, Mastership and membership
maintenance credit. Approval does not
imply acceptance by a state or provincial
board of dentistry or AGD endorsement.
he current term of approval extends from
11/1/2018 to 10/31/2020. Provider ID# 366163

